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Robert Rondeau heads the new organization, whose purpose is to "enhance
communication between the community and the College, assisting the College in
its overall growth and development," according to President Sicuro.

In addition to Rondeau, the members are:
Anne Bates of Barrington, executive director of the Bristol County Chamber of
Commerce; Roswell Bosworth, Jr. of Bristol, publisher of East Bay Newspapers;
Gerald Bourgeois of Bristol, Bristol School Superintendent; Manuel DaSilva,
M.D., of Bristol; David Driver of Bristol, president, Atlantic Alloys, Inc.; Walter
Fclag of Warren, chair, Warren Town Council; Halsey Herreshoff of Bristol, town
administrator, Town of Bristol; and Anthony lasiello of Bristol, chair, Bristol
Town Council.
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Also Gina MacDonald of Bristol, president, Meridian Group; Anthony Matos of
Bristol, vice chair, Bristol Town Council; Fred Pacheco of Bristol, president,
Bristol County Travel; John Partington of Bristol, chair, Bristol School Committee; John Thayer of Portsmouth, town administrator, Town of Portsmouth; and
William Wardwell of Bristol, president, Wardwell Lumber.

FROM RUSSIA WITH !.,SIGHT

BOSTON VISIO,,S

Richard Dieffenbach 74
The inaugural meeting of the new board was held Nov. 9 in the Bay Room of the
Student Center. At that time the group began discussions on its first major effort,
participation in the formulation of the College's Plan for the '90s.
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way, we will be able to see accornplishments and make
adaptations. We will be very, very specific as to what we
want to accomplish over the longer term," he explained.
The actual document will be drnfted by the College Planning Council, using proposals presented by the other
components.
"It's going to be a broad-based effort. Having done this at
three other institutions, two as president, I found that all
were very successful. The process was able to bring a lot of
people into play in determining where the College was
going to go, and in doing that, they felt more a part of what
was happening. Therefore, they became stronger supporters," President Sicuro said.

RWC President Experiencing
M,my "Firsts"

T

hl' new president of Roger Williams Co.liege began his
tenure by takmg a walk - down the middle of Hope
Street as part of the Roger Williams College contingent in
the Bristol July 4 pMade. "It was a great way of being introduced to the Bristol community and the College," he said.
"I've' been l'ngaged in a lot of parndes in my life, but really
nothing that nciting; so upbeat and so overwhelmingly
supported by so many people. It was a real thrill."
llut tlw f,1nfare of July -1has been followed by a low-key
t,,ne of hard work on the part of the new head of the
Collq;L'. I lis ,traightforward approach to the job is evide1KL'dbv his office, spartan e,cept for the large desk with
telephon~' and ,1ppointment book. As the new Library is
being built virtually outside his office window, inside
l'rc•sident N,1tale A. Sicuro is laying the groundwork for the
luturc of Roger Williarns College.

Planning for a '\Jew Decade
The corner,tone of the new presidency is "The Roger
Williams College Plan for the '90s." Now a concept but soon
to be a concrete docurnent, this plan will be a specific set of
gcx,b for lhe College, covering all arcc1s from aG1dcmic

j
The plan won't be issued strictly frorn the President's office,
but will involve the entire College cornrnunity.
"We will have every constituent of the College engaged in
the planning process," President Sicuro pointed out, explaining that the constituents can be described by four
components.
"The rnajor cornponent wil be a College Planning Council,
headed by Dean Forbes, and will have block participation of
faculty, students, and staff," according to President Sicuro.
Externally, the Board of Trustees has a planning committee
chaired by M. Anne Szostak, which will be expanded to
include work on the plan.

A

third cornponent is the Corporation. "It's a large
group of people who have been friends of the institution and supporters for many years. This plan is a golden
opportunity for thern to get more involved in the future of
the institution and the ongoing daily activities." The fourth
cornponent will be the alumni, who will be involved
through the Alurnni Board and the alumni members to the
Board oi Trustees.
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any aspects of the College will be evaluated under
the Plan. "I think the fact that the College has enjoyed a great deal of success in the past few years, building
frorn virtually nothing to where we are today, gives us a
firm foundation for the future. The fact that we have a very
strong liberal arts foundation, which every college should
have, is very important and that aspect has to be maintained
and nurtured for the future.
"The tone of being selective and developing niches in the
professional programming has been very good, and we
need to look at that during the planning process and
determine if that's the way we want to continue to go. I
think the uniqueness beyond the special programs, such as
the Open Division, has been a strong component in the
credentials of the institution; where we want to go with that
also represents a golden opportunity during this planning.

"Our time frame now is to take a little over a year from start
to finish, so that we can be on a tirnetable of having an
update every two years throughout the '90s," he says.
"We will have reports on progress at the end of two years,
and then we will formulate the following two years. In that

Physical Plant, Scholarships,
Addressed

prograrns, that the

"That will enable us to communicate to our prospective
donors where we put our priorities, and in turn, the interest
of the donors will be much clearer. We've found that being
able to have donors becorne active partners in the growth
and development of the College strengthens the co111mitment to higher education."

P

resident Sicuro himself does not have a set agenda for
the College that he wants to implement. Rather, "My
preference right now is to allow the plan to take us where
we want to go, rather than coming in with a fir111edict
about where I think we ought to go."
President Sicuro's previous experience as a college president was at Portland State University in Portland, Ore.,
from 1986-88, and at Southern Oregon State College in
Ashland, Ore., from 1979-86. Throughout his career, President Sicuro has been involved in a nurnber of "firsts." A
graduate of Kent State University in Ohio, he was awarded
the University's first doctorate degree in educational
administration.

As assistant de<1n and director of program

planning for Kent State, Dr. Sicuro developed its first
branch campuses in eight communities, including the city of
Cleveland, Ohio. He also helped develop the Northeastern
Ohio Universities College of Medicine, a consortium of
Kent, Akron, and Youngstown State Universities. Working
in the private sector, President Sicuro helped start the
world's largest educational consulting practice for the
national accounting firrn of Peat, Marwick, Main & Co.
"Having had that unique and varied experience has given

me some dimensions and so111eperceptions that I hope will
benefit Roger Williams College," President Sicuro said of
his background.

D

escribing how he sees his role at Roger Williams
College, President Sicuro talked about "creating, main-

taining, and enhc1ncing the environment

in a very positive

and constructive way, having assured that people are
working together toward common goals, and being able to
do that through a plan. Having accumulative accomplishments that are constantly presented and up front enable a
positive and constructive

"I think another question that will be raised is, 'Are we
going to continue to be satisfied with offering only bachelor
degree programs as our top level, or should we be thinking
about some graduate degrees?"'

Long-Term Goals Set

progr,1ms, to buildings, to student matters, and so on.
"It's going to set the tone for the ne,t ten years in terrns of
the growth and devcloprncnt of the College," President
Sicuro says of the plan. "It will give us the opportunity to
brainstorrn and speak open-endedly about anything that
relates to the College."

The need for this type of plan was something President
Sicuro sensed from the beginning. Speaking about his first
visits to the campus, he said, "Very clearly everything that I
was made aware of during the search in terms of its I the
College's! mission and where it would like to go, the need
for a plan was clearly evident. The relative youth of the
College provided a golden opportunity to determine its
future rather than to be dealing with maintaining some
staid and dyed-in-the-wool tradition, which can be good in
some cases, but which can also prevent you from being
adaptable to the changing needs of society."

scholarships, and faculty development
College aspires to complete.

environment

to be sustained.

When problems and troubles enter the picture, and they do
every day of our lives, to try to convert them into challenges
and oppportunities; tackle them with a vigor and objective
approach of always knowing that we can solve whatever is
there and adapt to it.

Faculty Development

In addition to its primary function of guiding the future of
the College, the Plan for the '90s will be a public relations
and fund-raising tool as well. A development plan will be
included, with specific projects, including buildings,

"I'd like to be instrumental in working with my colleagues
to continue to attract the very best students and the very
best faculty and to get maximum support from all of our
constituencies, to keep the mission of the institution constantly out front, to do what we say we're going to do, and
to go from there."
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
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College Applications, Enrollment Show Five-Year Growth Trend
Applications

Set Record Pace

1989-90 Enrollment

The Admission Office report;
c1nothcr record year for application,, receiving 3,550, virtually
identical to the number received
last year. There a re 720 new
students on campw,: 6~0 freshmen,
and 80 triln..,fer~.

Malcolm 11.Forbes, dean of the College,
in n1aking the announccn1cnt, said:
"Compared with the foll of 1988, the
number of students in all categories has
gro\vn."
"This is good news, in light of the
continuing decline in the numbers of
high school graduates," Dean Forbes
noted.
Total enrollment is 3730, as compared
with 3624 in 1988.Of the total, 2020 are
full-time ,tudents, while 1710are
enrolled part-time.

Onu: ag,1in new ..,tudenh hc1ve
bu'iint...'',',

., .... the

lllO',l

popular intended m,1jor (22
pen.L'nl), tollowed bv line ,Hh and
human1l1L'', ( 16 percent), (uchitecture (Y pL'rtcnt), ,ind engineering

,ind computer
lhirtv-five
cided.

High

Roger Williams C_ollege reported the
highest enrollment ever in its history for
Fall Semester 1989.

The new ',ludent~, ai, a cl<1$S,have
,1 combined SAT score that is
improved by 12 points over 1988
ligure..,. The medi,111clih', rnnk i~
tl1L' lourth decile. Thi, combination
represenh the best-ever ,cores for
(1 lre...,hn1r1ntl,l'-.', cit RWC.

111ditrlled

At All-Time

According to William R. Dunfey,
director of admi,sion, "Thi, high
enrollment combined with the best
c1cc1clemicrecord~ ever in the entering
classc, of 1988and 1989means the
College ha;, e, pcrienccd rea I success
both quantitatively and qualitatively."

(8 percent).
percent ,ire ..,till unde'-.Lil'llLL'"

■ APPLICATIONS
~ ENROLLMENT

Mr. Dunfcy attributes the successes to
"good pl,1nning, sound c;trntcgies 1 c1nd
good follow-through
on the part of all
those involved in the total recruitment
procc~~-"

4000

1989 Enrollment

by State*
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The largest line item in the report is faculty
and staff spending. The College provides
107 full-timeand 11 part-time jobs to Bristol residents, which represents over 50 percent of the
total faculty and staff. Also, a significant portion
of the wages of all members of the College community is spent in the local community.
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1987

1988

"Twenty years ago, the College was given a
home in Bristol. Since then both the town and
the College have grown and prospered We
O\Ve much of our success to the comn1unity
and arc pleased to be able to contribute to the
arcc1's well-being."

Rhode
Island
Rhode Island, Massachusetts and
Connecticut
few England excluding Rhode
Island
New York and New Jersey
other states

RI

sEGE
FUND

wn ice cream sundae social Sept. 13. The

lll,,,,,l,11,,l,ll,,,l,l,,l,l,,l,l,,l,,l,l,,l,l,,,II

vent was hosted by the Roger Williams
ollege Alumni Association as its way of

elcoming the incoming class.

WilliamsCollege Class of 1993
to an old fashioned, make-your-

1986

"We're a small con1munity, but we spend
more than S19.9 million for goods and services from local business.

:PLYMAIL

sociation Hosts Freshman Class
Social

1985

residents,

Umted States

Jflaterials
will be mailedafter

0

to town

"Arthur Young's report says something
very significant about Roger Williams
College's role in the vitality of this region,"
President Sicuro noted.

■ Focully/ltolflpending

firstof the year.

1000

and scholarships

among other expenditures. Faculty and staff
spending totalled 58,100,000

Ill (ommunily
Donolions,
lcholorships

• States not listed have no residents currently enrolled.

2000

police

■ Donotedlervice1

No Postage
Necessary
If Mailed
In The

17%

76'7c= New England including
68'7c=

at local hotels, restaurants,and shopping areas (S950,000).
College expenditures
in the community
total
$3,400,000,and include donations to fire and

President Natale A. Sicuro has announced the results
of a study determining the impact of the College
on the local economy. Including spending in
the towns of Bristol, Warren, and Portsmouth,
R.I. the College contributes nearly $20 million
each year, or $55,000 per day to the local
economy. The study was completed by the
Providence accounting firm, Arthur Young
& Company.

!!.

59'7c=

3000

RWC Fuels Bristol Economy by Nearly 20 Million

Members of the Alumni Association were
on hand to answer questions and to re-live
their own freshmen experiences.
Each year, the Association plans to sponsor
an event for every undergraduate class.
This "new" tradition began last year, and is
enjoyed by both students and alumni.

1989
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College Applications, Enrollment Show Five-Year Growth Trend
Applications

Set Record Pace

1989-90 Enrollment

At All-Time High

The Admission Office reports
another record year for applications, receiving 3,550, virtually
idcnlirnl lo the number received
last year. There arc 720 new
students on campus: 640 freshmen,
and 80 trnnsfcr;.

Roger Williams C_ollege reported the
highest enrollment ever in its history for
Fall Semester 1989.

The new students, as a class, have

grown."

a combined SAT score that is
improved by 32 points over ·1933
figures. The median class rnnk is

the fourth decile. This combination
represents the b1...•st-cvcrscores for
a frc~hman class at RWC.
Once again new students have
indicc1lcd business as the 1T1ost

popul,1r intended major (22
percent), followed by fine arts and
humanitic;, ( 16 percent), c1rchiteclurc (9 percent), and engineering
and computer ,ciences (8 percent).
Thirty-five percent arc still undecided.

■
~

Malcolm H. Forbes, dean of the College,
in n1aking the announccn1cnt, said:
"Compared with the fall of ·1988, the
number of students in all categories has

"This is good news, in light of the
continuing decline in the numbers of
high school graduates," Dean Forbes
noted.
Total enrollment is 3730, as compared
with 3624 in 1988. Of the total, 2020 are
full-time students, while 1710 are
enrolled part-time.
According to Willia,
director of admissio1
enrollment combinct
aGldcmic records cv,
classes of ·1988and ·1'
College has cxpcricn
both quantitatively a

RWC Fuels Bristol Economy by Nearly 20 Million

1989 Enrollment by State•
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at local hotels, restaurants, and shopping areas (5950,000).
College expenditures
in the communitv
total
53,400,000, and include donations to fire and
police and scholarships to town resident;,
among other expenditures. Faculty and staff
spending totalled $8,100,000

President Natale A. Sicuro has announced the results
of a study determining the impact of the College
on the local economy. Including spending in
the towns of Bristol, Warren, and Portsmouth,
R.L the College contributes nearly $20 million
each year, or $55,000 per day to the local
economy. The study was completed by the
Providence accounting firm, Arthur Young
& Company.

24%

The largest line item in the report is faculty
and staff spending. The College provides
107 full-time and 11 part-time jobs to Bristol residents, which represents over 50 percent of the
total faculty and staff. Also, a significant portion
of the wages of all members of the College community is spent in the local community.

27%
3%

4%
Other significant contributions include student
spending and rents ($7,500,000); donated services, such as waiving rental fees for use of facilities by the community for commencements and
sporting events ($38,000); and visitor spending

~0/r

"Arthur Young's report says something
very significant about Roger Williams
College's role in the vitality of this region,"
President Sicuro noted.

■ Donotedlervices

"We're a small community, but we spend
more than $19.9 million for goods and sen·ices from local business.

l'B:I
Community
Donotion1,
lcholor1hip1 "Twenty years ago, the College was given a
11111
Foculty/ltoll
lpending
home in Bristol. Since then both the town and
E':?.lltudentlpending
the College have grown and prospered. We
0Vi1itorlpending

owe n1.uchof our success to the community

and arc pleased to be able to contribute to the
area's well-being."
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"good planning, sou,
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Help Us Turn the
in the History of

4000
ark your calendar! Parents Day has been
scheduled for Saturday, March 24, 1990. A
variety of informational sessions with faculty
fnembers and college staff will be offered, as
ll as entertainment for the entire family.
• tration materials will be mailed after
first of the year.

3000
2000
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1000

Roger Williams College Class of 1993
treatedto an old fashioned, make-your-

0

1985
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1986

1987

1988

own ice cream sundae social Sept. 13. The
event was hosted by the Roger Williams
College Alumni Association as its way of
welcoming the incoming class.
Members of the Alumni Association were
on hand to answer questions and to re-live
their own freshmen experiences.
Each year, the Association plans to sponsor
an event for every undergraduate class.
This "new" tradition began last year, and is
enjoyed by both students and alumni.
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occurrence, and almost an annoyance by the end of the trip.
Another day we took an unplanned
stroll through the huge and inadequately stocked GUM department
store, Moscow's "finest." The
apparent economic failures of a
command economy with its lack of
consumer goods contrasted with the
highly numerous and motivated
free market entrepreneurs representing the barter and black market
trade, whom we encountered daily.
Many items available on the black
market included Soviet hockey
jerseys, lapel pins, hand-painted
lacquer boxes, Soviet military
uniforn1 itcn1s, and of course, Soviet

currency (rubles) at a very favorable
exchange rate.

A few days later, in Lithuania, we
found that emotions were high for
some degree of independence from
Moscow. In fact, the U.S. government has never recognized Lithuania as part of the Soviet Union. At
the time of our trip, the people there
were talking about preserving their
independence with their own
economic structure, military and
flag, although they still felt that they
would be better off with a federation within the Soviet scheme.
While in Vilnius, we found the
people anxious to speak English or
their native language; they resisted
the Russian language. Also in
Vilnius, we dined at a privatelyoperated restaurant, one of the first
of such legal, entrepreneurial
ventures.

Throughout our travels, we were
aware that Roger Williams College's
first trip to the Soviet Union came at
an historic period in the country's
affairs. Among other things, the
very first meeting of a National
Congress that was partially constituted in genuine elections - the first
such congress since the Bolsheviks
had forcibly disbanded a similar
assembly i;, January 1918 -- took
place in Moscow two days after our
ctrrival. We were also aware that

there was to be real political opposition e,pressed at this congress.
Demonstrations had already taken
place, and upon arrivc1l we found

Red Square closed off during the
meetings to prevent further demonstrations; the military had truckloads of Red Armv soldiers behind
the Bolshoi theatr~ in the event of a
problem.
When the new Soviet congress
broke for lunch on its first day of
e,istence, the delegates must have
been surprised to walk by American
students, not Soviet citizens, when
they exited the main gate at the
Kremlin walls. everal Roger
Williams ollege students waved
and gave them thumbs-up signs. the
serious faces of the delegates broke
into smiles at this; they stopped,
gestured, and some waved back.

Through experiencing this unique
combination of events, traveling to a
variety of places and meeting
different people, we felt we were
truly witnesses to history in the
making.
Perhaps more than anything else,
the students and faculty came away
deeply impressed by the hardness
of Soviet life, particularly by the
economic mess in which the country
now finds itself. We came back with
a heightened interest of the Soviet
Union and the dramatic changes
taking place there and in the Baltics.
We are hopeful of maintaining a
permanent link between Roger
Williams and that area of the world
by expanding on the contacts that
manyofusmadethere,particularly
at the beautiful University of
Vilnius, and perhaps through future
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A Visit with Refuseniks

Alumna Contrasts Soviet, U.S. Education

By Or. Josh11nStein
Erl. Note: Or Stein, c/1nin11n11
of tl,e
Soviet Jewry Task-Force of //,e Jewish
Ferlcrntio11of Rl,orlc lsln11rl,is actively
i11volvcd
i11l1efJ'i11s
ref11se11iks
secure
I1er111issio11
lo leave lhe Soviet U11io11.
l<ece11tly,assisted l,y n grant fro111the
Roger Willin111sCollege Research
Fo1111rlatio11,
l,e n11rllf1rcc other 111e111bers
trnvclcrl lo the Soviet U11io11
a11rlwere
able to II/CCI will, SOI/IC of //,e ref11se11iks.
Or. Stein is a family 111e111ber
i11//,e
Il11111n11ilics
Division.

There were four of us on this
mi;sion. When we prepared for the
trip, we were all cAtrcmcly nervous

about getting through customs.
Each of us was determined not to
have our faces plastered all over the
evening news. "Four Rhode Islanders were arrested today as they tried
lo enter the Soviet Union bearing
illegal materials, including drugs."
That''; what we did not want our

friends and loved ones to sec
squee1ed between a story on the oil
spill and the baseball scores.
We 1--newwe were doing nothing
illegal, but we also knew that what
we were bringing into the country
would not be welcomed by the
,1uthoritics. Our vis.is listed us as
tourists, and th(lt's whc1t we were.
I lowcvcr, our ;igcnd;i was not vvhat

the Soviets norm;illy c1ssumedwas
the function of the casuc1l trnvclcr.
Our rnission was to bring into the

Soviet Union books and other
reading materials on the life and
history of the Jewish people in
Eu rope, Israel, A mcrica, even of the
Soviet Union. We also brought
l lebrcw language primers. The
ph(lrn1;iccuticals we brought \Vere

all for people who had specifically
diagnosed physical problems but
who could not find the necessary
medicines in the Soviet Union. We
brought toiletries and rock and roll
t-shirls for the children who seemed
to enjoy an association, even a
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by Lnrry Zevo11'90

vicarious one, with the West and its
culture.
We also brought messages for
refuseniks (Jews denied permission
to leave the Soviet Union) from
friends in America and news of the
outside world - what life in
An1erica v.,as like, what the current

immigration picture looks like, and
how resettlement in Israel was
proceeding.

material the authorities considered
detrimental to the regime.
In the last few years, the policies
have changed. Two years ago 8,000
people received permission to leave
the country; last year, 19,000, and
this year we expect 40,000 or more
to be granted exit visas. o longer is
it a criminal activity to teach Hebre\•V, and tourists are harassed

much less than in the past.
Mostly we brought hor,e. "You are
not alone. We know of you, ir, the
West we arc working to get you out
of the country - or to help you in
your legal struggle to achieve
recognition of your cultural aspirations and associations."
Everything we did was according to
our understanding of Soviet legalities. We did not want lo eJ,Jdangcr
ourselves (which was not very
likely) or those we were visiting.
The problem was in deciding what
was legal. In a country without a
ltigislatwc, regulations replace laws.
And regulations can be changed. In
explanation for why an absurd
olicy existed we were told with a
shrug, "Somebody decided.r, "Oh.'
Three years ago, fewer than a
thousm1d Jews a year "'ere recei~ring
permission to leave the country to
settle in Israel or America. Thousa11ds becal)_1erefusenikspecause
they had an irregularity in their
application, or because they had
once

en in an occupation where

they might have had the opportunity of being exposed to state
secrets, or because their parents had
refused permission w them to
leave. At the time also, people "'-re
being arrested for teaching Hebrew,
even though it was not illegal to do
so. Tourists were occasionally
thoroughly searched, even stripsearched, as they entered or left the
country if it was suspected that they
were bringing in or leaving with

But the Jewish story is only part of
the changes going on in the Soviet
Union. By now every school child
must know at least two Russian
words: glns110s/(openness) and
peristroika (restructuring). We all
read about the elections and of the
new freedoms of speech and
assembly, of the opportunities to
practice religion, of the capitalization (to coin an unpronounceable
phrase) of the economy. To all the
world it looks wonderful. The
question I was hoping to answer is
how has all of this, or has any of
this, had a marked effect on the lives
of long-term refuseniks and teachers
of Hebrew. Are people now content
enough to want to stay?
We traveled to Moscow, Kiev, and
Leningrad, visiting 17 homes and
meeting about 50 people. Comparing notes later, we discovered that
each of us had two similar reactions
as we left an apartment. The first
was that even though we had never
before met the people we were
visiting, it was as though we had
known them all our lives. The
second feeling we all shared was
uilt. The four of us were visitors
who could leave at will. We hadn't
done anything to deserve our
freedom; it had come to us merely
as a result of a decision taken by our
grandparents 80 years ago. Had
these people's grandparents taken
the same opportunity they would
not now be facing what most
consider a hopeless situation.

Fran Perrault '82 visited the Soviet
Union during the summer of 1988,
to study the similarities and
differences of American and Soviet
educational systems.
Fran heard about the trip from an
advertisement in the Massachusetts Teachers Association
monthly bulletin. A Boston-based
organization called Educators for
Social Responsibility sponsored
the trip, which lasted 40 days and
brought 22 teachers to Leningrad,
Minsk, Kiev, Moscow, and Vilnius,
Lithuania.
Fran teaches seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade mathematics at
Georgetown High School in
Massachusetts.
She describes the trip as enlightening, noting that there are more
similarities than differences when
comparing Soviet and American
people.
"I really didn't see the lines you
hear about, such as seeing someone standing in line all day for a
loaf of bread," she said. There are

many misconceptions held by
Americans about the Soviet Union,
she added.
At one point during her trip Fran
found herself in the middle of a
rally. "The Soviet ralliers spoke
their minds in a public place with
megaphones, as the police maintained security by holding back
crowds. When they were through,
the demonstrators packed up their
megaphones and went home. It
was all rather peaceful," Fran said.
The educational practices of both
nations were explored during the
course of the trip. Fran observed
that not all the Soviet textbooks are
up-to-date and leave out the Lenin
regime, a very important part of
Russian history. But since paistroikn has been introduced, this is
all changing and new textbooks
are being presented.

whereas Russian is studied by very
few American children.
Fran said that teachers arc held in
high esteem in the Soviet Union.
"The people were so impressed
that we were teachers. It was a
very nice feeling," she said.
One of Fran's more interesting and
exciting experiences in the Soviet
Union was when the group ,·isited
the Pioneer Youth Camp. "The
camp was a lot like our YMCA.
The kids seemed to be having a
great time. At the camp they learn
music and art, two topics not
offered in their school curriculum
as they arc here in the United
States. But just like any other
su1nn1er camp, the kids S\van1 and

played ball."
When asked if she would go back,
Fran said "Of course I would,"
although she admits she missed
American food when she was

Soviet history and languages are
two subjects stressed throughout a
Soviet child's schooling. English is
among the most popular languages taught in the Soviet Union,

there. Fran also encourages other
alumni to visit the Soviet Union.
"Experiencing the Soviet cultur
and lifestyle is eye-opening," she
concluded.

Benefit Raises $6,300 for Theatre/ Arts Scholarship
Prov1de11ce
Mayor n11rlR WC nl111111111s
JosephA. Pnoli110,Jr. '78, n11rl!,is
wife, Lia1111e
(top r011•,left), joined Or.
and Mrs. Tl,0111ns
J. Paoli 110,Jr.
(Bnrbnrn) (bo/10111,
right) al n No1>e111ber 4 cabaret prese11terlby /1,eRoger
Willin111sCollege Theatre Oepnrt111e11/
i11the Pe1fon11i11g
Arts Center. The
/1e11efit
pe1fornw11ceof "Wl,nt I rlid for
Love," a Broadway review, raised
56,300 for the e,,dowerl theatre/nrts
scholarship at the College, estnblisl,erl
b11Or. and Mrs. Pnoli110to honor
,;,rlge Tho111ns
J. Pnoli11o's25 years of
dedicated service lo this i11stil11tio11,
i11c/11di11g
clwim1n11sl,ipof tl1e Board
ofTmstees fro11119711111/i/his dent!,
i111987. Also shown nre co111111ittee
111e111bers
Mr. and Mrs. Ro/Jeri M.
A11rlreo/i (Noreen) '76.
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BOS
The future of Boston was recently
on display at the Architecture
Gallery, Roger Williams College.
An exhibition of Boston Visions, a
national design competition, gave
students a first-hand look at the
award-winning entries of professional architects and designers from
across the country. The exhibit
created a lasting impression on the
students and faculty of the Architecture Division.
"l Vli,·11!hi' c;,110Ac
Clear... ffo..,/011
·..,lllm1nfo11ed
S111okl':--lncks"
J1·rr11
H1'iA n11df.ric Cc111/tl,}t1111r11cn
Pini11, Mn:,;,;ac/111:-e/fs
Bl/ 11ro110
...111s lo re11..,c
nlm11tlo11etl
md11~/rinl..;111okt•.;fnck,;;
for 11cwusessuch ns viewi11gto-u1crs,
af11W:--J'lll'nc
n'-,card1,11..,/il11fc..;,
n11rlcr1e11nrfi.;/ 's Jw11si11g,
we nre tn11gl1t
lo look nt the artifacts
1
nf0111·1w/11..;tnnlfi·,v,11c11
w,th 11cwcyt•s,seci11g11egnlil l' i111agcs
trn11sfor111cd
will, new 111em1i11g
1
111l0 /IO'.-llli l' cJ1a11s1•.

Back to The Future
Boston has a long history of thinking about its own future. Three
times during this century the city
has engaged its architects to dream
about what Boston may be like for
future generations. "Visions"
continues this tradition with a look
into the 21st Century.
On view were a dramatic array of
drawings, photographs and
sketches which proposed everything from a new route for the
Boston Marathon to the relocation of
Logan Airport and the building of a
new community on this valuable
site. Other competition finalists
included the striking redesign of an
aging Boston skyscraper, a proposal
to tie the city together with a
network of tree-lined boulevards,
and several controversial options for
developing the parcels above the
soon-to-be-depressed Central
Artery in the heart of the city.
A Visionary Opportunity

"Catch t/11·Watcrli111'"
H,// Borh111
awl Sd1a.;/1a11
Grey, Cn111lirirlsc,
Mnssncl111setts
A clcl'n a11dq111tt•
pract,calilc 111·oposal
to creak a water-ferry tra11sitsen,icealong the banksof
the Charles Riiicr. Float111sfrom I lan,ard Square to dow11tow11
8osto11,the romn11ce
of water
trm,cf 1sw1th111
011rreach.
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The exhibition highlighted the need
for students to think creatively and
to communicate their ideas with
simplicity and graphic force. In
addition, Boston Visions provided a
range of examples of how architects

can improve the quality of civic life.
By focusing attention on the complex and often conflicting issues of
development in a major city, the
competition can teach students how
to tackle contemporary urban
problems.
"The Boston Visions Exhibit is
extraordinarily beneficial for our
students because it exposes them to
a wide range of ideas and solutions
which are related to a familiar city.
Furthermore, they gain direct experience in judging the effectiveness of
various presentation techniques,"
said Raj Saksena, director of the
Architecture Division.
Creating the Future
Sponsored by the Boston Society of
Architects, the competition was
three years in the making. Choosing from over 200 en tries, a jury of
prominent architects and planners
selected 22 proposals for outstanding recognition and a share of the
$50,000 in prize money. The
ultimate goal of the competition is
to now introduce these ideas into
the ongoing process of design and
urban development in Boston.
A Competitive Model
Students from the Architecture
Division will soon join the highly
competitive world of architecture
and development. Indeed, their
new home on campus is a competition-winning example of how
strong design ideas and perseverance can achieve not only awards,
but actual buildings. Boston Visions
provided inspiration for students to
take the next step.
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"Pr11de11tinl
Tower" (Detail)
/1111g/Brn1111e11
Associates,Inc.

Boston,Massnchusetts
A beautifully renderedproposnlto reclndthe skin of the Pn1de11tinlTower, Bos/011's first modem
skyscraper.Tlte conceptgn~es_11sho~ethat yo11can changea poorly designed b11ildi11s
into a
lra11dsome
one,and that blllld111gs,
l,ke people,ca11changetheir overcoats.

Gregory Beck, AJA
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
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tion for the present company, established in 1911. Mr. Esposito's father,
Joseph, Sr., and his uncles took over
the helm in the 1930s, and they
remain active today. Esposito
Jewelry continues to market a full
line of fashion costume jewelry as
well as a smaller line of fine jewelry.
A trustee of the Providence Per-

Ne·wTrn..;,fcc
JosephR. Esposito,Jr.,

prc~identof 11,ePrm•ide11n·-liibed
Esposito
Jcwelnt Co111J1n11_11,
1-.s111-ro1111dcd
l1_11
s_11111bo/s
of}//..;~1ocnlnmat the Pnn•1dc11n'
Jewelry
Showthi--.fafl and JI/.;;m.ocntio11(pol1tics.) 111
tile near lmckgr{)t111d
j..;,p1ct11rcd
JI/.;,
c0111pamf.;,
lmt' of fa..;,/iio11
cost11111e
jewelrt/,
111arkcfl'd
to U.S. wlw/e.;;afcr.;,
a,1d large
rt'fatlcr.:.,and nported lo Japana11d[11rope.
1

Jewelry and Politics Provide Dual
Fascination for New RWC Trustee

I'd. Note:Josq,liI~. rs11osito,fr., is 011cof
si, 11nP Tr11stcc,rt'Cc11//11
elected to tile
Bmrtf of Rc>scr W11/u1111~ Co/Iese. Otl,a,
Iti1II

be 11rofilcd

111 Ut11rc 1..;..;1H'S.

Jewclry-m,il-.ing h«s been in Joseph R.
Esposito, Jr.', blood for ils long as he
Gin remcn,bcr, ~o much so that when
it cc1n1ctin1c to m,,k.c c1 decision to
enter the familv bu~incs~, the outcome wc1s''.1 fc.;regoncconclusion."

"1 have no regrets whotsocvcr," Mr.
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Esposito says of his choice to join
the Esposito Jewelry Company in
Providence, which he serves as

president with primary responsibility for marl-.cting and merchandising.

country in 1890 were Mr.
Esposito's grandfather and greatuncle, who "had the vision of
producing and selling multiple
pieces of jewelry at a more popular
cost."

ow in its fourth gcncrntion, the

company's roots go back to the turn
of the ccnturv, when Mr. Esposito's
grcat-grandf~thcr immigrated to
Rhode Island from Italy and began
selling single pieces of fine jewelry
door-to-door. Joining him in this

The concept of mass-produced
jewelry, coupled with a shift in
emphasis from fine gold set with
precious stones, to the more affordable "brass" (imitation) pieces with
imitation stones, laid the founda-

Q. HOW DID YOU BECOME INVOLVED WIT I ROGER WILLIAMS
COLLEGE AS A TRUSTEE?
A. I have known Ralph (Papitto) for
more than 20 years, as well as other
Roger Williams trustees, primarily

"/'111very e11thusiasticabout lllY role in ... helping
raisefu11dsfor the new Library, becausethe 11111nber
of volu111es
we are goi11gto linve will lend a lot of
credibility lo the institution."

forming Arts Center, director of the
Providence Foundation and vice
chairman of the Providence
Redevelopment Authority, Mr.
Esposito is a life-long Rhode lslander and alumnus of Bentley and
Bryant Colleges who resides in
Providence with his Greek-born
wife, Anna, and daughter,
Alana, 4 1 /2.
Known locally for his involvement
in Democratic politics (he helped to
raise funds for Michael Dukakis's
unsuccessful 1988 Presidential bid
and is on record as supporting
Providence Mayor and RWC
alumnus Joseph Paolino, Jr.'s quest
for the gubernatorial nomination),
Mr. Esposito says he supports
"good government, regardless of
party ... it just happens that the
candidates I have supported recently have all been Democrats, but
I would have no qualms about supporting a Republican in whom I
believed."
His effectiveness as a Democratic
fund-raiser is one reason for his
election to the Board of Roger
Williams College, Mr. Esposito believes.
In an interview for the Bridge, Mr.
Esposito discusses the role he
expects to play on the Board and on
the Library Building Fund Steering
Committee.

through social functions. Frankly,
when I was asked to come on the
Board, my initial reaction was, "Why
me?" because I had no experience in
higher education except for my own
academic background. After thinking
about the contributions I might make,
though, I believe I was selected partly
because of my youth, the fact that I
could bring some fresh ideas to the
Board. Beyond that, I think I was
perceived as a person who could help
raise funds effectively, since I had
done so in the political arena over the

Q. ON WHAT COMMITTEES
WILL YOU BE SERVING?
A. I'm currently a member of the
Scholarship Committee and of the
Library Building Fund Steering
Committee. I'm very enthusiastic
about my role in the latter ..
helping raise funds for the new
library, because the number of
volumes we are going to have will
lend a lot of credibility to the
institution. Scholarships is another
very important area of endeavor,

because President Sicuro has made
the expansion of the number of
scholarships available to Roger
Williams College students, apart
from other forms of financial aid, a
priority of his Administration.

Q. SPEAKING OF THE NEW
PRESIDENT, HOW DO YOU SEE
YOURSELF WORKING WITI I
HIM?
A. I'm looking forward to my
association with President Sicuro,
because in his four months in a
leadership role at Roger Williams
College, he has already set a posi-

"/ '1neager to work in the areaof 1:nhancingthe
College's illlageand visibility, partirnlarly in greater
Providence."
years. I felt that I would enjoy serving
on the Board, and that I could make a
contribution. And at this time, I feel
ready to participate in the (academic)
arena again.

Q. WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO
ACCOMPLISH ON THE BOARD?
A. One area in which I'll definitely be
involved is helping the President to
implement his Master Plan (for the
'90s.) As I understand it ... the College
has never before had such a plan, and I
hope to be one of the architects of that.

tive, forward-looking tone. As you
know, he's a man of great energy
and vision, a tremendous motivator.

I've had one meeting with him, and
am energized to be an active,

working Board member. In addition
to the fund-raising and planning
functions which we've already
discussed, I'm cager to work in the
area of enhancing the College's
image and visibility, particularly in
greater Providence. There arc still
many who do not realize that Roger
Williams is a four-year institution,
and I think that's another contribution I can make to the Board.
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
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2nd Annual Alumni Cruise "Smooth Sailing"
Hurricane Hugo Fails to Foil RWC Fellowship
by Lia1111e
C. Oberg

/Tltc Roger W11/in111S
College Al11lll11i
Assountw11\ 2nd A1111J1n/
Crtmc to tltc
Halin111as Wlh (I xrent "il/C[l'SS, dcs11ilc
t/1rcnh of bc111g
cr111cdlctl/111
I /11rr1cn11e
/ Jugo. 7 ltc fol/11w111g
ncer11ts nrc fro111
lite dlll/111011n111/
of l.ln1111c
C. Oberg,
dirl'c/or of a/11111111 rda/1011-;.)

1t

Saturday,
September 16

I hl' l\.,1l1onal Wl',1l lwr Sl'rv,ce ,n
\111,11111 1..,..,lll'd hurrH.,111l'

w,1r111ng..,

ilt

1 p rn lor thl' L, S \'1rg1n Island,
,1nd tor [)ucrto

I lugo

R1to.

I lurr1c,111L'

1.., hl'mg

dl'..,lT1bcd tl ... "l''\lrl'n1L·lv d,u1gL'rou..,," with w111di.,,up
to l•lil mph I lw h11mc,1nL'1, L',PL'lll'd lo hit ( ,u,,dl'loupc ..,oml'l1111L'
to111ghl, ,1nd thcn 1110\'l' north
tuw,1rd l\1l'rlt)
l{1co h)fl'C,1..,lcr.., ..,,,y

th,1I th" rn1ild bl' thl' 1110,1 powerful
h11ri ll,lth'
to hit the rq:,iun ..,,nll'
l\l\ 1d 111 ll)/l)
I 11tk d1d \\'l' 1'110\\'
whl'n we pl,1111wdthe 1\lun1n1
(. n11...,L·,111110-..t,1 \'L',lf .igo

th,1t th1-.,

\\'llUld bl' lhl' \\'l'l'h.

\\'hl'll

t'l lllilJOf

bl· 1n tlw
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hurr1l,llll'

\\·(nild

Guadeloupe, the most southerly of
the Leeward Islands, has been
devastated by I lugo. At least five
people arc dead, 80 injured, and
I 0,000 left homeless. , ecd less to
r..,ay,we're in a real panic.
I've been at work since just after 8
a.rn., and the phone calls from
alumni and friends who (up until
now) were looJ..ing forward to their
fir'-it cruhc hc1vc'-ilartcd to come in
on a regular basi"i. "Arc we '-itill
going?" "When will we know of the
cruise has been cancl'lled?" The be;t
I can do i, to call the travel agent
and a..,J.-.
wh,1t the 1.,tandard procedure 1-., 111,1 1.,1tuiltionlih.c thi"i. I Ii!>
rcplv to me 1.., th,1t thi'> har..,never
happl'ncd before, and he will mil
tht...•
crui-.c line for c1nc1n~wer.

~~
~September

'-tu11d,1y,
'->eptembl'r I ...

1lurnl,llll'

~

\\'111d-..h,l\'l' bl'L'll
b,llknnh
½t Cnw, dl\d St. rhom,, ...,
c1nd,hould lut r'uL•rtu l{1co 111 the
L'11rlvmon11nh hour"- 1-\lthough
IOfL'l'.l ....tL'r, ...
,1\' 1t \'-,too L\1r\\' to
prcd1d \\'hdhL·r or not the ,ttH·m
\\'ill h,t till' U.S., thL'\' ,,re ,,1,·Ing that
,t \\'di bt...•
oil tlw ,outlll.',1-..tt...-rn
B,ih,1111,i-..
bv \Vt...~d1w-..d,1v
Bv the L'nd
ot the \\'l't...'h.1t could hit ,1nvwht...•re
bd\\'l'L'll florilL1 ,ind the Ccirolina~.

Monday,
September 18

,

Tuesday,
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I lugo ...1,1mmed mto Puerto Rico
vl'-..terdav ,1-.. c,pccted, ,ind left c1ppn1'1rn,1tl'IV 10,000 homeless. The
..,torm 1... now he,1ded \,,e,t-north\\'l'-..t tow,1rd the l ominiG111 Republic ,ind tht...•Bahama ....
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Wednesdav,
'icptember 20

The phone c,11\, came in c1ta steady
pc1CL' todcl\', clnd c1III could SilY \\'aS
that tlw crubc line had no intention~
(vd) of c,1ncdling the cruise unless
the hurnc,inc head~ to\,·ard i\liami.
The tra,·d agent ,aid that if the seas
,ire too rough, the cruise line may

change the itinerary. A "cruise to
nowhere" is not out of the question.
There is also some concern about
the flight, and whether or not there
will be a flight.

\

.,,.r-•f'~-~

~

1,~

f -~/·

Thursday,
September 21

I lugo ha; stayed north of the
Bahamas,' and is headed toward the
Cc1rolinas. Our n1ain concern is the
flight to Miami, in particular, the
connecting flight, which departs
from Raleigh/Durham,
N.C. The
hurricane is e,pcctcd to hit the
Carolina; in the early morning, and
our flight, which leaves Providence
at 6:-17a.m., will undoubtedly be rerouted around the Carolinas.
Back in the office, the phone calls
continue to come in, and although
some members of our group are a
bit apprehensive, the majority of us
c1rcactually looking fonvc1rd to
arriving in i\liami and basking in
the \\'ilrm ..,un.

t

I riday,
September 22

Up at 4:30 a.rn., showered, dressed,
and ready to leave for the airport by
5:30. But not before checking the
weather channel. Hugo is slamming
Charleston, S.C., with its fierce
winds and much higher-thannormal tides. Upon arrival at T.F.
Green airport, we learned that our
flight had been switched from
American Airlines to US Air. We
\\'Ould be flying to Baltimore by
wav of Kno"'ille, Tenn., and on to
Mi~mi (where the weather would
hopefully be sunny and clear).

At the airport, I saw several familiar
faces - Andy Lamora and his wife
Marie, both employees of RWC, and
Joe Alves, another employee of the
College, and his wife, Dee. Also,
Michael Del Tatto '85 and his wife
Karen, whom I had never met
before, but with whom I had had
several phone conversations about
the cruise.
After a short delay, we were on the
plane, tc1xiing down the runway,
and despite the fears and apprehension that Hurricane Hugo had
brought, we were on our way. We
arrived in Miami by 2 p.m. without
a hitch, collected our luggage, and
boarded a bus bound for the fun
ship "Carnivale."
The "Carnivale" departed at approximately 5 p.m., and after
settling into our cabins and going
through a lifeboat drill, we were on
our way to Nassau. There was little
time to explore the ship before the
first dinner sitting at 6:-15,but there
would be plenty of time later.
I had the pleasure of being seated in
the dining room with Walter Prest
'71 and his wife Ruth, from Meadville, Pa., and Peter and Jennifer
Torres '87 /'88, from Wallingford,
Conn .. We kept these seating
assignments throughout the duration of the cruise, and always
looked forward to hearing about
what everyone had done during the
day.
Our waiter, Federico Oliveira, \•vas
from Lisbon, Portuga I, and was by
far one of the highlights of the
cruise. He was both charming and
devious, always looking for an
opportunity to make us laugh,
whether through his constant
witticisms, or with his repertoire of
magic tricks. He honestly had
Houdini beat! Fred was a professional in the truest sense of the
word, ahvays 1naking sure that we
had everything and anything we
desired. The food was superb, and
plentiful. In addition to the three
meals served daily in the dining

room, there were midnight buffets
and endless snacks throughout the
day.
After dinner, we explored the ship
- from its gambling casinos, to the
disco, to the theatre. The seas were a
bit rough due to the remnants of
Hurricane Hugo, but nothing that
this Bristolian couldn't handle. I
decided to mil it a night relatively
early, and prayed that the weather
would cooperate tomorrow in
Nassau.

t

Saturday,
September 23

I barely made it to breakfast on time
- 7 a.m. for the first sitting. After
eating, there W?IS a short wc1it before
\VC \•Vere allO\•ved to discmbc1rk, and
many of us waited on the Lido
Deck, basking in the glorious
sunshine. We had a bird's-eye view
of the constant stream of cruise
ships arriving and departing. I had
no idea that Nassau would be this
busy.
Once on shore, I spent the morning
exploring the city, visiting the
elegant shops as well as the famous
straw market place.
y goal was to
find the perfect straw hat - one
\-vith a wide brim and colorful
ribbon. I finally found it, and after
much bargaining, walked away
with a real steal at $13.
After lunch, several of us took an
inexpensive (only $2) ferry ride to
Paradise Island, a resort owned by
Merv Griffin. Paradise Island boasts
some of the most beautiful beaches I
have ever seen, as well as more
shopping and a huge casino. After a
thoroughly enjoyable and relaxing
afternoon, we headed back to the
ship to get ready for the Captain's
gala cocktail party and dinner. This
was the one formal evening during
our cruise, and the ship's photographer was on hand to capture
everyone dressed up in their finery.
It was obvious from the glowing
tans all around us that everyone had

enjoyed the day in Nassau. Some
had gone snorkeling, and ta I ked
endlessly about the magnificently
colored tropical fish and coral that
they had seen. Others went sightseeing on and around the island - on
bus tours, horse-drawn buggies,
and glass bottom boats. Walter Prest
'7'1 was the winner of a limbo
contest on one of the ferries, and
brought international recognition to
RWC 1
After dinner, a group of us took
another tour to the Crystal Palace,
Carnival's own resort/casino
located at Cable Beach. We were
treated to a Las Vegas style show,
and spent some time in the Cable
Bcc1chCosino as well.
Late-night activities back on the
ship included a midnight "'50s and
'60s Dance Party" under the stars,
where yours truly wc1sa sen1ifinalist in the twist contest'

Sunday,
September 24

Today was a day of rest and relaxation by the pool. The Carnivalc set
sail at about 8:30 a.111.for a clay at
sea, and I thought it would be a
great opportunity to get a tan and
catch up on some reading. There
was plenty of ;ictivity for those who
wanted it, though. Skeet shooting,
movie.s, ice carving demonstrations,
bingo, horse rncing. You name it Carnival had it. At 5 p.rn. the Roger
Williams group met for a cocktail
party. The conversation centered
around next vcar's cruise, <111d
where we would go. There was talk
of Bermuda, or a cruise to Cancun,
Coxurncl, and Key West.

Dinner tonight was spectacular. It
was "American" night, and the
waiters paraded around with
flaming cherries jubilee following a
dinner of surf and turf. The dining
room was decorated vvith strea1ners
and balloons, and everyone wore
hats and tiaras. The place rivaled
ROGER WILLIAMS
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Bristol on the Fourth of July. After a
truly memorable evening, we said
goodbye to our waiters and bus
boys (at least those of us who felt
that we wouldn't make it to
tomorrow's 6:30 a.m. breakfast) and
to those new friends we had met.
The evening ;ictivities included a
Broadway revue, a talent show (no
one from Roger Williams entered,
much lo my surprise), and simply
having a good time.
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Monday,
September 25

Morning came too soon, and when I
awoke at 6 a.m. the ship was
already in Miami. There were only
three people at my table for breakfast' After leaving the ship, we
found our luggage and the treasures
we had purchased during our visit,
boarded our bus for Miami International, and were on our way to

We were back in Providence by 4
p.m. - tanned, tired, but happy. All
who traveled with the RWC Alumni
Association had a great time, and
are looking forward to next year's
trip. I, for one, have to agree with
Carnival's clever ad on television.
it really is "Better in the Bahamas."
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Returningstudentswere lookingat a different andvery busy campuswhen they returnedto RogerWilliamsCollege in September. Snowfencesmarkedconstructionsites,
and bulldozershummedas workgot underway on severalmajorprojects.

College athleteswill enjoy a new
soccer/lacrossefield, baseballdiamond, lightedsoftballdiamond,and
sandvolleyballcourts.The fields
shouldhe readyby the fall 1990
season. In the meantime,most outdoor athletic events will be held on

Preliminary site work for the new Library
began in July. This work entailed stripping
the area of loam and relocating the existing
underground utilities in preparation for actual
construction of the building, The formal
groundbreaking was held Sept. 28, and the
Library should be ready for occupancy in
June 1991,

the field behind the Architecture
Building.

The athleticfields behindthe Recreation
Centerare also being improved.The entire
areahas been bulldozed,anddrainageditches
put in place. Withtopsoil and sod replaced,
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Raleigh/Durham by early afternoon. It's amazing how cold 54 feels
after you've spent a couple of days
in 95-degree weather.
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The PerformingArts Centerhas a
new entryway,thanksto the fund.
raisingeffortsof theatrepatrons.The;
entrywaywas builtaroundthe hara
doors,to protectthe areafrom wind
andkeep the heat in duringthe
winter.The entrywaywas designed
resemblea cupola,with a shingled
roof to matchthe main building.

Gloria Steinem Charms Capacity Crowd at
RWC with Blend of Warmth, Humor, and
Feminism
An overflow crowd of 850 students
and community residents -- many too
young to remember the beginning of
the women's movement -- jammed
the Roger Williams College Student
Center Sept. 27 to hear author,
lecturer, and feminist organizer
Gloria Steinem kick off the 1989-90
Contemporary Forum Lecture Series.

caste system can't exist without
restricting the reproductive freedom
of women," she emphasized.
Although there are "no guarantees
that equality will be achieved,"
Steinem predicted a future in which,
"The frontiers ... will not be geographic, but a far greater inner-space
frontier of human development."

The audience left two hours later,
mesmerized by Steinem's description
of "a country in transition.
We've made enormous psychic leaps
forward in the area of sexual equality,
but it cannot be achieved without
profound changes in institutional
structures," she warned.

Following a lengthy question-answer
session with hands still raised at 10:30
p.m., Steinein \vas interviewed live
by reporters from the Providence
affiliates of ABC and NBC on the 11
p.m. news.

Steinem focused her remarks on reproductive freedom for women as
critical to true equality between the
sexes.

"It is no accident that sexism and
racism go together because a racial

/11(1IJ('

Steinem is currently an editorial
consultant and writer for Ms. Mngnzine, the national feminist monthly
she co-founded in ·1972_
The program was co-sponsored by
the College's Minority Affairs Committee, Department of Career Services, and the Women's Center.
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SPORTS
WOMI. \ 'S VOi UYBAI.I
I I AM
POSIS fDf< A "FORM111 'f'ORTf< 1/7
-- K11eell/l,\,left to nsht, are Kir,tm
I lo(/1111111,
Sue Gng11c,<,11,t111
Jt1,k,,,,,. ,111d
Tmcc11l<oll. St,111di11g,
le// le>right an
As,i,ta11I Coach Kc,·111/1111,h.S,1mh
E11dn,.,, V1,-k1\'n,011, T,m111111
[)'Aq1111lt1,
Tern l.111111
\Ve/ch.Mau rem Gn1dlc11
Chri,ty C11rrtJI,1111d
I lmd CtJa,h Je111111c
G11111,/111rg.

Datcher Heads Athletic Program,
Others Newly Appointed
VOLLEYBALL VYING -- Kirsten
Hoff111a11
gets set to spike the ball as Sue
Gagne looks 011.

fo1c, d1SJ>ln11s
his skill co11/rol/111g
the />11/1
dur111g11rccc11/

r.
LIFELONGLEARNING

collegeLibrary Building Fund represents
1proached its alumni, parents, and
ibrary will be an invaluable resource
1fthe community.
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.

Page to a New Chapter
lager Williams College!

He is a member of the Black
Coaches Association, the Commonwealth Coast Conference, and the
National Collegiate Athletic Association.

Assisting Datcher as newly-appointed assistant athletic director is
A 197-1graduate o\ Roger Williams

tion of a career in academic athletic

~nllq:;e wc1sn,1med dirL·ctor of
athktic~ at hi~ ,1ln1c1 mc1ter this fall.

programs. I le most recently served
a; assistant athletic director at the
ollege under Dearing.

Repl,,cing Joel Dearing to head the
~ports ilnd rccrcc1tion,1ctivities of
thL' College where he cc1rncdc1

Bachelor of Science degree in
sociology is Dwight Dotchcr of

Bri;,tol.
Dc1tchcr's new role as he oversees
Vilrsitv and intrc1n1uralrecrec1tion<1I
progr~ms 11\RWC is the culmina-
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I le previously held positions as
head coach of men'; basketball and
sports information director at Roger
Williams; director of public relations
of the Commonwealth Coast
onference; head coach, boys'
basketball, St. Anthony's High
School, Washington, D.C.; and
as istant coach, men's basketball,

Patricia A. Beagan.

Ms. Beagan wa previously a
physical education teacher and
coach for grades 7-12 in Watertown,
Mass., Public Schools. Prior to that
she was head basketball and tennis
coach at Drew University. She holds
a Bachelor of Science degree in
physical education from Boston
State College (now the University of
Massachusetts Boston) and a Master
of Science degree in physical
education/biomechanics.

Patrick/. Creedon, an Indiana University master's graduate in physical education,

\.Vas

nan1cd head

athletic trainer.

SOCCER SCURRYING -- Roger Williams goesagnmst Wes/em New E11gln11d
inn
rigorous soccermatch.

Creedon, who also holds a Bachelor
of Science degree in sports medicine
from Marietta College, Marietta,
Ohio, will be responsible for designing an athletic training program,
including a sports medicine program, at the College.
ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
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Cmdlc11.
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Co111..;fiurs.

Datcher Heads Athletic Program,
Others Newly Appointed

Mnrrns Jn1111itto,
formerly director of
sports inforn1ation

I, CON /"ROI (0/111 I /111t'.,di-1>li111,/11, ,k,/1 ([11//l{)/f/lls th,· 1,,,//,/111111s" l"<'tt'/11
/{ WC ,,,, (er ,t rngglc

and assistc1nt

coach, men's volleyball, has been
promoted to director of recreational
services and head coach of men's
volleyball.

BUSINESS RE
ROGER WILLIAMS

COL

THE LIBRARY BUILD!

C

Jannitto, who lives in Warren, holds
a Bachelor of Science degree in
physical education and health
education from Barrington College.
I le also ha; earned a Master of
cience degree in phy;ical education, e,ercise phy;iology, from the
University of Rhode Island.
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Creedon, who also hold; a Bachelor
of Science degree in sports medicine
from Mariella College, Marietta,
Ohio, will be responsible for designing an athletic
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Alumna Heads Historic Preservation Trip to Charleston
/Jy Dorot!ten HesseDoar

Ed.

ote: T!tis issue's "Spotlig!tt

011

Service" marks the l1egiJ111i11g
of n
co11ti1111i11g
fi.!nl11re
focusing 011co11fributions of nl11111ni,
faculty, nd111inistmtors nnd students to their professions
n11rlco1111111111ities.
If you knowof n/11111s
w!to are i111pr01>i11g
lite quality of life
t!tro11g!t1>0l11nlnris111
in l/1eir cities and
luwns, !'lease let us know. -- BVI

In late September a tropical storm,
with winds up to 150 miles per
hour, plowed across the Caribbean,
hitting the U.S. mainland with full
iorce on Sept. 28. The extent of the
damage is still being determined by
many, including some members of
the Roger Williams College community.
Accompanying a Roger Williams
College student group invited to
survey I lurricane I lugo-damaged
Charleston, S.C. earlier this month

was alumna Roberta (Connors)
Randall of Providence.
A 1988 graduate of the College's
historic preservation degree program, Roberta said, "I have wanted
to visit Charleston. The old city and
its buildings have always intrigued
me. And it was satisfying to do
something related to my job that
could help others."
Roberta was referring to the project
conducted by five Roger Williams
College students majoring in
historic preservation or architecture,
to assist in surveying and reporting
damage to historic structures caused
by I urricane Jugo in late September.
Earlier emergency surveys had been
undertaken by students from
colleges located in the South. The

Council for Preservation Education has solicited support from
colleges throughout the United
States, and Roger Williams was
the first Northern college to
respond to the call.
A Sobering Experience
The group flew via Eastern
Airlines from Providence's
Green Airport to Charleston.
Working non-stop throughout
the week, they returned to
Rhode Island full of respect for
Charlestonians, sobered by the
havoc wreaked by the storm.
Roberta, as field supervisor, and
the students worked under the
direction of Jonathan Poston,
technical director for the Historic Charleston Foundation.

Much Water Damage

"The damage was more severe than
I had anticipated. There was extensive water damage, mostly caused
by heavy rains to roofless homes
and salt water flooding which
eroded the mortar used in the
construction of the buildings, many
of which were brick.
"We were able to see a lot of Charleston because we surveyed so
many buildings throughout the city.
The students worked hard and
covered the project thoroughly and
enthusiastically."

Robcrtn(Co11110r~)f~fllufa/l'88 co11fi111U!s
lter historicprcscrvntio117.mrknf Bristof's Liw1e11
Pince.
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In teams of three, they examined,
recorded, and photographed storm
damage. Their findings will become
a component of the Recovery and
Restoration Plan being developed
for the City of Charleston. The
documentation also will be used to
assist those directly affected by the

storm in applying for restoration
grant funding. Roberta had nothing
but praise for the students, for
whom the trip translated into
serious work and very little recreation. They did manage a quick swim
in the Atlantic off Sullivan's Island,
where they found much devastation.
The students taking part in the
project were Carolyn Coleman of
East Hartford, Conn.; Gregory
Sekula of Lincolnton, .C.; Patti
Conley of Westbrook, Maine; Doug
Kelleher of Shelburne Falls, Mass.;
and Vincent Giambertone of North
Plainfield, N.j.
Kevin Jordan, head of the historic
preservation program at the College,
was responsible for coordinating
advance arrangements for the trip.
He reported excellent feedback from
the students, who returned to Rhode
Island "very positive about the

whole e,perience ... although thev
worked verv hard, thev reallv
enjoyed it.'',
,
•
He added that the volume of \\'Ork
by Roger Williams College students
was significant, estimated by
officials to be far greater than anv
other college group participating in
the program.
Back home, Roberta is busy preparing for the registered architect's
exam, which she will sit for in June.
Once licensed, she plans to continue
in her field, particularly in historic
preservation, such as the College's
Linden Place project in Bristol, on
which she has worked for some
time.

Affiliated with architect Lombard
Pozzi, Roberta has her own studio/
office in the 90-year-old home she
shares with her husband, Jeffrey,
and their shepherd dog, Josie.
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Duo Elected

Class Notes

Elin beth I lallenbeck '73 and
ichael Simeoni '74 were recently
elected lo three-year terms as
alumni rcprcscnt?1tivcson the
College's Board of Trustees. Their
terms begin with the foll Board
meetings. In addition to responsibilities as Board members, they
will report on the Board's activities
to the Alumni Association.

PROMOTIO

I lallenbeck, a resident of Providence, R. I., is sexton at St.
Stephen', Church, also in Providence. While a student al Roger
William, College, she served on

,----------------------------------------I
I
I
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Captain Kent A. Willever, the executive officer of the Naval Legal Service Office at
the Naval Education Training Center in Newport, has become appellate judge,
United States Navy-Marine Corps, Court of Military Review, Washington, D.C.

Please ship:

I

__

I
I
I

Curriculum

Committee.

A pc1rlici-

Captain Willever has been a part-time instructor for Roger Williams College for
courses offered to military and civilian students at NETC for the past several years.

an <lctivc mcn1bcr of the Alurnni
A...,-.,ociJtion
...,incL'
its rcorg<nli/ation in 1988.

199.00

*Specia I order

The Willevers reside in Portsmouth, R.I., and will continue to do so during Captain
Willever's assignment in Washington.

Key tag.

. 7.50

Letter opener.
Dean of the College Dr. Malcolm 1--1.
Forbes and Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Cedergren were guests at the Change of Command ceremony held Sept. 8 at the Naval
Legal Service Office, NETC, Newport.

BIRT! I A". 'JOU\ICEvl

. .. 12.95

10 07. Coffee mug .......................

El\T:

.

. . 4.95

12 oz. White ceramic mug.

. 7.95

8 1 /2 o,:. Stem wine glass.

... .4.95

__

Can keep cool (set of four).

Pamela A. Willard Doe '84 and Brian J.Doe '85 of Portland, Maine had a daughter
on August 24 weighing 6 lb. '14 oz. whom they named Allison Nicole.

__

Champion hooded nal'y sweatshirt.
(Circle size: S, M, L, XL)

.. .37.95

DIA"lli',

__

Champion crew neck gray swcahhirt.
(Circle size: S, M, L, XL)

... 30.95

__

Champion grav sweatpants ..............
(Circle size: S, M, L, XL)

panl in till' College's first London
Thcc1trc l'rogr,1111, -..he ha<.,c1\so been

$ 219.00

Boston rocker*

lhe Student Senc1tc, c1nd was

instrumental in the drafting of the
Senate byl,1w,. She ,erved on the
Student Affoirs Council, Budget
,ind Finc1nccPlcrnning Comn1ittcc,
and the All-College Council

Captain's chair*.

Esther M. Bataitis '74, 59, an adult education teacher at the Da\/inci Center for
eight years, passed away al home after a three-year illness. She leaves her husband
Frank J. Bataitis, and three sons.

. .9.50

.

22.95

\IARRIAC.IS
A resident of l';11vluckct, R.I.,
SimL'oni i~ <l con1111crcicdreal estate
brol-.cr for Kales l'rnperties of
Pro\'idc11CL'. \,Vhilc c11"\undcrgr<1du,1tc, hL· \\'<l', a mctTlbcr of the

Student Senate and the All-College
Council, treasurer of the Student
Allt1ir~ Council, rlnd -..cnior cla~s

prL'..,iLknt. I k ~tudicd ,it the
University of llologna College of
Vckrin(,ry Medicine, c1ndc1lso
~tudicd lt<1lianand Europciln
architecture for seven yccirs in
Europe.

Richard R. Valcourt '77 to Deborah E. Baber, September 8, 1989
Carol Day '78 to Robert Weill Ill, September ·16,1989
Dr. Denis Lafreniere '79 to Mary Kirkland, May 28, 1989
Thomas P. Reilly '80 to Debra L. Campo, August 27, 1989
Matthew J. Dzialo '81 to Gail M. Amaral, July 15, 1989
Gregory Forrest '81 to Debra Ann Raspotnik,July 15, ·1939
William Rogers Le Blanc '81 to Mary C. Callahan, April 7, 1989
James Keith Mallison '83 to Tracy Lynne Withers, June 17, 1989
Kosta Bitsis '84 to Shari A. Fontaine, July 8, 1989
Maryann Vollaro '84 lo James Marshall, September 3, 1989

"Something's Coming!"

Please ship the selected items to:
Name: ____________________________________

Class Year: ____

_

Address: _________________________________________

Home Phone: __________________
__

_

Business Phone: _________________

_

I've enclosed a check or money order payable to Roger Williams College Bookstore in the amount of$ ____

_

Please include $3.00 per order for shipping and handling
Simeoni b il boZ1rdmember of the
Pn.:-sen•Z1tion
Society of Pc'lwluc"-ct,
founder of the Qu,1l ity I !ill Neighborhood A~sociotion, i'lnd served
as chairmi'ln of the comn1ittee
respon~iblc for initiating historic
district /Oning for P,1wtuckct. A
member of the Providence Kiw<1nis, he has been active as a member-at-large oi the ,\lumni Association since its rcorg<1niLiltion in
1988.
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One of the greatest love stories ever springs to life in the explosive and unforgettable WEST SIDE STORY. Join the Roger Williams College Alumni Association on
Sunday, January 21, at the Providence Performing Arts Center for this exciting performance, featuring such classics as "Tonight," "Maria," "Something's Coming,"
"Somewhere," and "One Hand, One Hearl." This modern day adaptation of
Shakcpeare's "Romeo and Juliet" is set in the slums of Manhattan's West Side,
where a fierce feud has developed between two youthful gangs. In the midst of the
rivalry, the American-born Tony and the Puerto Rican Maria fall in love, and
struggle to keep their romance alive. Ticket price of 535 per person includes
orchestra scat and post-performance reception. Watch your mail for further details
-- or call the Alumni Office at 401-253-1040, ext. 2005 (1-800-458-7144 outside R.I.).

__

Please charge my __

\/lSA __

MASTERCARD

My number is: __________________

Expiration Date: ________________

Signature: ___________________________________________
Please return to: Roger Williams College Bookstore
Student Union Building
Old Ferry Road
Bristol, R.I. 02809

~-----------------------------------------J

_
_

ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Bri,tol, Rhode bland 02 09-2923
-101-213-10-10
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Nonprofit Org.
.S. Postage
PAID
Providence, R.I.
Permit No. 795
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'l L'mL'n-- \ (_ulturL' nl Bu1k1L-r,"
7-! color photographs depicting the variety of
iHChitccturc in the Arab Republic of Yemen
Callery -- Architecture Building
through December ·15

\ '\L'\\ I ngl,111d( l1r1,tm,1,t1Lil- '--,,1mplc-r"
1989/1990 Alive I Arts Series
Featuring North Star recording artists Steven
Snyder and the Mair-D,wis Duo; the spirit of
a cw England Christmas comes to life in a
holiday patchwork of well-loved carols and
time-honored stories.
Monday, December ·11,8 p 111.
Roger Williams College Student Center;
-101-253-lO-!O,extension 2076

\pJ'I, l lill ( h,1111bl'rl'l,n n,
1989/ 1990 /\livc I /\rts Series
A lew I l<1111pshireensemble
Monday, February 12, 8 p.111.
Roger V\/illiams College Performing
-!0 1-253-10-!0, exten~ion 2076

Arts Center;

l{,1lpl '\,1cl, r
11, ( lln,uml'r \l<nv111,•nt"
1989/1990 Contemporary Forums Series
Mr. 1ader i~ the author and founder of Public Citizen, Inc.
Wednesday, February 28, 8:30 p.111.;-!0'I-253-10-!0,
extension 2153

l'.1n·nh I l,n
Saturday, March 2-!
Sec the January Al,rirlgerl for
more details.

